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COVID – 19 and Women: Gender and Feminist Perspective on the Global Pandemic
Sponsored by organized the webinar “COVID – 19 and Women, Gender and Feminist Perspectives on the Global Pandemic” in collaboration of The International Institute of Knowledge Management (TIIKM), the 6th World Conference on Women’s Studies (WCWS 2020), the 3rd International Conference on Gender and Sexuality 2020 (Gender and Sexuality 2020) and The 4th International Conference of Future Women 2021 (FOW 2020).

- Diana J. Fox – Chairperson, Department of Anthropology, Journal of International Women’s Studies, Bridgewater State University, USA.
- Anita Singh – Center for Women’s Studies and Development of Banarans Hindu University, India
- Nausheen Pasha-Zaidi – Professor in Psychology, Houston Community College Adjunct Lecturer of Psychology University of Houston Downtown, USA
- Iqra Iqbal – MPhil (lecturer), Government College University, Pakistan

https://www.facebook.com/Globalwomencommunity/videos/544739492879241/